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Entropy, Sampling Function, , Shannon
(A Mathematical Theory of Communication, 1948 )
, . 1988 40 Shamon
, . Shannon Theory ,
.
Professor C. E. Shannon , 2 .
.
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}2$ . Message Spaces
$A$ alphabet:
$A=\{x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(a)}\}$ ( $a$ { $A$ )
, x( $A$ . $s$ ,
$t$ ( $s\leq$ $s,$ $t\in Z$ ) , $A$ ( )
tk$=sx_{k}=(x_{s}, x_{s+1}, \ldots, x_{t})$ (2.1)
. , index $s,$ $s+1,$ $\ldots,$ $t\in Z$ ( $=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ ) . ,
$\Pi_{k=s}^{t}x_{k}$ I time-interval $s\leq k\leq t$ $A$ .
, $A$
$A^{Z}=\Pi_{-\infty<k<\infty}A_{k}=\cdots\cross A_{-m}\cross\cdots\cross A_{-1}\cross A_{0}\cross A_{1}\cross A_{2}\cross\cdots$ (2.2)
$(A_{k}=A, k\in Z--\{\ldots, -m, -m+1, \ldots, -2, -1,0,1,2, \ldots\})$
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, $A^{Z}$ Tychon0ff ( ) compact ,
. $A^{Z}$ ( ) $Ylx$. , , $s$ ,
$t(s\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t, s,t\in Z)$
$[x_{\epsilon}^{\mathrm{o}}\ldots x_{[mathring]_{t}}]=\{\Pi x_{k}\in A^{Z};x_{k}=x_{k}^{\mathrm{O}}(s\leq k\leq t)\}$
. message . $A$
, $A^{Z}$ . message $A^{Z}$ clopen set
, , $A^{Z}$ , i.e., $A^{Z}$
. $A^{Z}$ message .
$A^{Z}$ . :
$d(x^{(\mathrm{j})},x^{(k)})=|j-k|/a$
, $\Pi x_{k},$ $\Pi y_{k}\in A^{Z}$ ,
$\rho(\Pi_{X_{k}}, \Pi y_{k})=\sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty}\frac{d(x_{k},y_{k})}{2^{|2k|}}$
$A^{Z}$ 1 , $A^{Z}$ Tychon0ff . mes-
sage clopen in $A^{Z}$ , clopen set messages .
\S 3. $[A^{Z},\mu]$
$T$ $A^{Z}$ Shift , i.e., $T(\Pi x_{k})=\Pi x_{k+1},$ $\mathcal{P}(A^{Z})=\triangle$ $A^{Z}$
, $\mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})=\triangle$ { $\mu\in \mathcal{P}(A^{Z});\mu$ $T$ } .
$C(A^{Z})$ $\sup$-norm Banach , $\mathcal{P}(A^{Z}),$ $\mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})$ $C(A^{Z})$
dual $C(A^{Z})^{*}$ unit ball convex subsets , “ compact
$\prime p_{T}(A^{Z})\subset \mathcal{P}(A^{Z})$ . Krein-Milman , $\mathcal{P}(A^{Z}),$ $\mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})$
. , $\mathrm{r}_{\mu}\in \mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})$ $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\Leftrightarrow$
$\mu$ in $\mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})$ characterization . ergo $\mathrm{c}$ $\mu$
er $\mathcal{P}_{T}(A^{Z})$ .
, $[A^{Z}, \mu](\mu\in \mathcal{P}_{A})$ , ergo $\mathrm{c}$ $\mu$ , $[A^{Z},\mu]$ ergodic
. .
\S 4. Channels and Averaging Operators
$A,$ $B$ 2 mlphabets . $C=A\cross B$ 3 mlphabets
. message : $A^{Z},$ $B^{Z},$ $C^{Z}(=(A\cross B)^{Z})$ Borel
$(\sigma-)$ $\mathcal{F}_{A},$ $F_{B},$ $F_{C}$ .
$\mathcal{P}(A^{Z}),$ $\mathcal{P}(B^{Z}),$ $\mathcal{P}(C^{Z})$ , message shift
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$T$ . $T$ $A^{Z},$ $B^{Z},$ $C^{Z}$ ‘homeomorphism’
.
‘channels’ . 2
$\nu(\cdot, \cdot)$ : $A^{Z}\cross \mathcal{F}_{B}arrow[0,1]$
(C.1) $\forall x\in A^{Z}$ { $\nu(x, \cdot)\in P(B^{Z})$ .
(C.2) $\forall F\in F_{B}$ $\nu(\cdot, F)$ FA- .
, $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$ ( $\nu=\nu(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ ) channel .
, $\cdot$ $\nu$ $\nu(x, F)(x\in A^{Z}, F\in \mathcal{F}_{B})$ . channel system $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$
, $A^{Z}$ input space ( ), $B^{Z}$ output space ( ) .
, channek
(C.3) $\nu(Tx, F)=\nu(x, T^{-1}F),$ $x\in A^{Z},$ $F\in F_{B}$ .
, $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$ , $\nu$ channel .
, shift $T$ $B^{Z}$ $T$ ( ).
Chamel $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$ , input space $A^{Z}$ , output space $B^{Z}$
$A^{Z}\cross B^{Z}$ compact metric spaces ,
$P(A^{Z}),$ $P(B^{Z}),$ $P(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})$ , , shift $T$ $\mu\in P(A^{Z})$
, $P_{T}(A^{Z})$ ( $A^{Z}$ \S 3
).
\S 5. Averaging Operators A $1J$ Conditional Expectations
$\mathfrak{U}:’ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}$ $I$ .
$\mathfrak{B}:\mathfrak{U}$ $*\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a},$ $I\in \mathfrak{B}$ .
, $[mathring]_{A}$ : $\mathfrak{U}arrow \mathfrak{B}$ averaging operator ( ) $\Leftrightarrow[mathring]_{A}\triangle$
, $AI=I,$ $([mathring]_{A}f)^{*}=_{\mathrm{o}}[mathring]_{A}f^{*},$ $A((Af)g)=[mathring]_{A}f\cdot Ag\circ$’ ( , $[mathring]_{A}(f^{*}f)=h^{*}h$ for some
$h\in \mathfrak{U}$ . operator $A$ $\#$ $Af=f^{\mathfrak{h}}$ .
, $(\Gamma, F_{\Gamma}, P)$ , $\mathfrak{U}=$
$L^{\infty}(\Gamma)$ $*\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}$ , $F_{\Gamma}$ $\sigma$-subfield $\mathcal{F}_{0}$ , Conditional
Expectation relative to $F_{0}l\grave{\grave{1}}$
$E[f/\mathcal{F}_{0}](\cdot)$ ( $=\triangle([mathring]_{A}f)(\cdot)=f^{\mathfrak{h}}(\cdot)\triangle$ )
. , operation $[mathring]_{A}=\cdot\#$ ’ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}$ $L^{\infty}(\Gamma)$
Averaging Operator .
$\overline{\fbox\frac{\Xi}{\beta}\mathrm{f}}$ von Neumann algebras , Non-Commutative
Conditional Expectations , , (Quantum Measure-
ment Theory) von Neumann (cf. [5,6,7,9,10]).
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$[\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ \S , ergodicities (
Chamek ) , Krein-Milmann
, Conditional Expectation , Radon-Nikodym
key-points ,
2 key point .
.
[ chaxmel $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$ Averaging Operator $A\circ$ : $farrow f^{\mathfrak{h}}$ }
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i})\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ .
$A^{Z}\cross B^{Z}$ ( ) $C(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})$ .
, $\forall f\in C(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})$
$f^{\mathfrak{h}}(x)= \int_{\mathrm{Y}}f(x, y)\nu(x, dy)=f^{\mathfrak{h}}(x, y)\triangle$ ( $=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}$ . on $y\in \mathrm{Y}$).




, $farrow f^{\mathfrak{h}}$ .
, $\exists \mathrm{A}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ Operator $A\circ(=\cdot\#)$ : $C(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})\ni farrow f^{\mathfrak{h}}\in C(A^{Z})$ ,
-
$\xi_{x}(f)=f^{\mathrm{Q}}(x)\triangle$ for $f\in C(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})$
, Riesz , $\forall x\in A^{Z}$ , $\exists\mu_{x}$ ( $B^{Z}$
probabffity measure): $\xi_{x}(\cdot)$ , $\forall f\in C(A^{Z}\cross B^{Z})$
$\xi_{x}(f)=\int_{B^{Z}}f(x,y)d\mu_{x}(y)=f^{\mathrm{Q}}(x)(=f^{\mathrm{Q}}(x,y))=A^{\mathrm{o}}f(x,y)$. (5.1)
, $\forall x\in A^{Z}$ $\mu_{x}$ chaxmel . ,
$\mathrm{r}_{\nu(x,\cdot)}(=\mu_{x}(\cdot))\triangle$ chmmel $[A^{Z}, \nu, B^{Z}]$ .
,
5.1. Averaging Operator $A=\circ$ , input space $A^{Z}$ , output space
$B^{Z}$ channel $\nu(\cdot, \cdot)$ unique
$\nu(x, F)=\mu_{x}(F)$ , $x\in A^{Z},$ $F\subset B^{Z}$ .




, , $A$ , channel $\nu(x, \cdot)$ Hilbert Fourier
, .
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